
Shifting Realms FAQ/Errata 
 
Errata 
 
Rules: 
Moving into Empty Spots 
The text on page 7 in this section should read, "During your turn, if you have a scout or scouts in a 
space with empty collecting spots, you may move the scout or scouts onto the empty spots." 
 
There was some confusion as to when scouts could be placed on empty collecting spots.  The original 
wording seemed to imply that it happened only at the start of a player’s turn instead of immediately as 
intended. 
 
Story Cards: 
Recruit Soldiers 
The text on the card should read, “Place a soldier on a space where you already have a soldier.” 
 
The original text inadvertently referred to a player’s supply.  Supply is the term for the player’s 
resources. 
 
Task Cards: 
Dragon Master 
The text on the card should read, “Gain 3 victory points if you have 1 The Dragon Attacks card and 3 
gold in your supply.” 
 
Dragon Resistance 
The text on the card should read, “Gain 4 victory points if you have 1 The Dragon Attacks card and 4 
units in Tyrfing that are not on the town hall space.” 
 
 
 
FAQ 
 
Rules: 
Q. Is bidding for turn order done at the beginning of the game only, or at the beginning of each game 

turn? 
A. Bidding for turn order is done once at the beginning of the game. Once the order is determined and 

the rewards for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th are given out that is the turn order for the rest of the game. 
 
Q. When can I pick a story card?  Do I have to have units in the realm where I pick a story card? 
A. Story cards are addressed in the rules on page 5. In the section Draw a Story Card it states “For 

one action, you can draw any one story card.  You can draw up to two story cards on your turn. 
You can draw a story card from a realm in which you have no units occupying any of its spaces.” 
You can always use an action to draw a story card from a deck from any realm. The rule states that 
you do not need a unit in a realm to draw a card from that realm.  



 
Q. I assume that one has to move the two soldiers into the Troll King space as a normal move action. 

Is this correct?  The act of moving the soldiers and destroying them to take the top Troll King token 
is a single action, correct?  

A. Yes and yes. You use a single move action to attack the Troll King with two soldiers. 
 
Q. Do I get to collect resources for Troll King tokens only for the turn that I collected them or for the 

rest of the game? 
A. On page 8 of the rules in the Dovre Troll King section it states, "When the player gathers resources 

the player may take the resources shown on the token."  You take the resources for the rest of the 
game when you collect resources at the end of your turn. 

 
Q. So, it's explicitly stated that you cannot draw story cards for Tyrfing after the Dragon makes its last 

move and logically inescapable that you can't draw story cards in Anunna after Anunna is complete. 
Is it also true that you cannot draw story cards for ANY realm after that realm has been completed? 
Also can you build structures in a realm after that realm has been completed?  I assume you CAN 
collect resources from a completed realm, right? 

A. Until two ending objectives have been met, the game continues as normal with respect to the 
realms.  Cards can still be drawn and played (with the exception of Tyrfing), resources are 
collected, and the buildings can be built. 

 
Q.  Is it alright to move my units on an enemy marked building? 
A. Yes, you may move units onto and through an opponent's building. 
 
Q. If the game ends through building all of the structures, does the player who ended the game get to 

collect resources? 
A. Yes, no matter which way the game ends the player that triggered the ending collects resources. 
 
Q. The rules state that if you are ending the game by drawing a card from the Anunna deck, you can 

use the effect of the Anunna card you draw before the game ends. If you draw a "later" card, are 
you unable to use it, or does this game ending effect override that rule. 

A. If you draw a "later" card to end the game, you cannot play it. 
 
Q. I just want to check one, regarding the "adjacency" term. I know that only orthogonal (not diagonal) 

spaces count as adjacent, but is there any additional restriction about adjacency between two 
different realm boards? My assumption is that two orthogonal spaces are considered to be adjacent 
even if they're on different boards. 

A. Spaces in one realm board that touch another realm board are considered adjacent as long as they 
are orthogonal. Buildings can only be built in spaces in the realm to which they belong. You could 
have a a Dwarven Stronghold built in Tyrfing that is adjacent to an empty grass space in Libertatia 
allowing you to build a Pirate Fort there. 

 
 
 
 



Q. Say I move 6 soldiers on to the troll king spot and fight is that one action and I get 3 troll tokens? 
A. Moving 6 soldiers to attack the troll king would be 3 actions.  You would move two for one action 

and get a token. Move the next two as an action, get a token. Then move the last two as an action 
and take a third token. As per the movement rules each set of two soldiers must come from the 
same space. 

 
 
 
Story Cards: 
Q. Some cards tell you to put units in places but don't tell you where those units come from:- Elf Scouts 

Arrive" says, "place up to 2 of your scouts on any space where...".- "Holy Conversion" says, 
"...replace an opponent's scout with one of your scouts.  You may then add a soldier...".- "Dare the 
Beast" says, "place a scout and a soldier on any resource space in..."Are those units taken from 
your reserves (the term used in the rules)?  Are they taken from units that are already on the board?  

A. Unless the card explicitly says otherwise, all units are taken from a player's reserve.  
 
Q. It says that you can move the dragon "up to four spaces"?  Can you move the dragon zero spaces? 
A. You may choose to move the dragon 0 spaces.  "Up to" would include 0. 
 
Q. If you have multiple dwarf protectors and the dragon kills a unit- Because its mandatory I know you 

have to destroy one, but you just choose and destroy one as opposed to them all fizzling and you 
losing all of the points? 

A. Correct. You just choose and destroy one. 
 
Q. If I play a Holy Conversion card on a space where there are more than 3 scouts, can I replace one 

of the scouts on a collection space? 
A. Yes, you choose which scout to convert. 
 
 
 
Structures: 
Q. Does the get two cards put one on the bottom from Gold Shrine work on pirate raid and Divine 

Temple? i.e. when I perform a pirate raid, do I get to draw two and select one if I own a Gold 
Shrine? 

A. Yes, you may use the Gold Shrine whenever you draw a story card.  
 
Q. When playing with 2 players do you put out all the Gold Shrines? 
A. No, you would only put out two since each player can only build one shrine.  
 
Q. Does one Divine Temple let you pay two stone to draw two cards (the turn limit), or can you only do 

the stone payment once? If you can only do it once, can you do it twice if you have two temples? 
A. You may pay two stone to draw two cards provided you have not drawn any cards so far on your 

turn. You also may split this up on your turn. Start your turn by paying a stone to draw a card, take 
your some of your actions, pay another stone to draw a card, then finish your actions. 

 



Q. Does the pirate raid card reward count towards the two story card rule? Can you draw two cards 
and then do a pirate raid? 

A. You may only draw two story cards on your turn no matter how you get them (Actions, Divine 
Temple, Pirate Raid) 

 
Q. Does the Outpost still produce a soldier if the dragon is on the structure?  Can the soldier be placed 

on the Outpost if the dragon is on the structure?  Can a soldier produced by the Outpost be placed 
on a space other than the Outpost that contains the dragon? 

A. Yes, the Outpost still produces a soldier when the dragon is there. Yes, the soldier produced by the 
Outpost can be placed on the Outpost even though the dragon is on the space.  Yes, the soldier 
produced by the Outpost can be placed on another space even though the dragon is on the space. 
On page 7 of the rules it states that “Nothing can move onto the space where the dragon lands, and 
players cannot build on this space.”  The dragon does not affect building abilities.  The soldier 
placed by the Outpost is not “moving” onto the space.  It is generated by the building. 

 
Q. The Gold shrine has you draw two story cards. Although you only keep one you still technically 

draw two. Does this somehow count as your two per turn? 
A. No, it does not count as your two per turn, since you only keep one. 
 
 
Dragon: 
Q. When the dragon lands on a mine or forest or any resource space with scouts already on it, do the 

scouts get to keep mining from that resource? even though there is a dragon on it? 
A. Yes, the scouts on the space with the dragon still collect resources. 
 
Q. Can she land on a structure? If so, does that affect what the structure can do? 
A. Yes, the dragon can land on a structure. There is no effect on the structure. 
 
Q. Can soldiers and scouts remain in the space that the dragon lands in? 
A. Yes, units can remain on the space. 
 
Tasks: 
Q. When a task refers to having a dragon card, it specifically means a dragons move card, and a 

protector will not count, correct? 
A. Correct. The card must be a Dragon card. 
 
Q.  For the Land Lubber card you need a total of four units correct? Two in each location? 
A. Two total units. One scout on each space. 
 
Q.  Do both the units for Daring Settlers need to be in the same same space? 
A. The units can be on different spaces. 
 
 
 


